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Popular brands choose MMG Centers Kutno 
 

Galeria Kutno now tempts shoppers with its extended fashion and accessory range. Lease 
agreements have been signed by two leading brands – Yes and Swiss. The respective stores 
are to take up 40 sqm and 25.5 sqm and will be in the central part of the shopping aisle. 
Luxury fashionable jewelry and stylish watches will enrich the range of goods in Master 
Management Group’s successful mall in Kutno. 
 
”In response to the needs of our shoppers, we have finalized lease contracts with Yes and Swiss. 
Jewelry and accessories are an excellent addition to our fashion range, which forms a key category 
for shoppers in our Kutno center. We are planning to steadily widen the range of brands that are 
available here and soon we will be announcing further leases,” says  Wioleta Sobieraj, the Leasing 
Manager at Master Management Group. 
  
”We decided to open a store in MMG Centers Kutno, because we can see how rapidly Kutno is 
developing. It is a town that, just like us, combines tradition with innovation. We are continually 
looking to implement modern solutions which range from designing our jewelry to choosing new 
locations and fitting out our stores. Galeria MMG Centers Kutno is ideally suited to our 
expectations,” says Paweł Korobacz, the Retail Expansion and Organization director at Yes. 
  
Yes is a Polish family company with a tradition that goes back 30 years. It now owns 150 stores in 
malls across Poland. In MMG Centers Kutno it will occupy a store of 40 sqm. For 20 years, Swiss 
has been active in the sale and distribution of watches. It now operates 130 boutique stores across 
the country. In the new store of 25.5 sqm, shoppers will find both traditional Swiss watches and 
other renowned fashion brands as well as smart-watches, timepieces to wear every day and those 
for special occasions. The Yes and Swiss stores are in the central section of the shopping aisle 
leading off the main entrance. With its exceptional mix of new tenants, MMG Centers Kutno will 
meet the demands of even the most demanding of shoppers. 
  
MMG Centers Kutno was taken over by Master Management Group as part of a portfolio with six 
other retail centers in September 2017. The regional mall has an area of 16,100 sqm. Its tenants 
include both international retail chains and local stores. The center has 490 underground parking 
spaces. As part of its work with the local community, MMG Centers Kutno takes part in the Holiday 
of Roses and the Festival of European Projects. It also sponsors the Stacja Kutno Jeremi Przybora 
song festival. 
 
Master Management Group (MMG) is an investor, developer, leasing agent and manager of retail 
and office properties across Poland. The company, which has more than twelve years of experience 
in this market, has a team of experts who have worked for international development, consultancy 
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and property management companies as well as investment funds. Thanks to this, MMG has 
successfully developed a portfolio of projects, both independently and in cooperation with leading 
developers and investors. Master Management is a private company offering boutique services at 
the highest level. On the Polish market the company has partnered with the largest global funds and 
other institutions investing in real estate. To date, MMG has cooperated with such partners as the 
Marcol Group, Europa Capital and (in a joint venture) with Blackstone. Currently MMG manages 
100,000 sqm of retail space, including such shopping centres as Brama Mazur in Ełk, Galeria Niwa 
in Oświęcim and the MMG Centers in Poznań, Szczecin, Lubin, Kutno, Ciechanów, Piekary Śląskie 
and Józefosław. More information about the company can be found at: www.mmgm.pl 
 
For further questions please contact: 
Karolina Żelazek – Majcher 
PR & Marketing Manager 
k.zelazek@mmgm.pl 
+48 667 601 306 
 
  
  

 


